
Dear Client 
 
Here are Lotus Lashes terms and conditions of service 
 
-All new clients or those returning after an absence of 6 months, must attend a patch 
test/consultation a minimum of 24 hours before any full appointment 
 
-No under 16’s permitted for any service 
 
-Due to Covid restrictions you must attend your appointment alone (includes no children) 
 
-Lash extensions cannot be applied to pregnant clients after 16 weeks, nor can tint, but 
other brow services can proceed 
 
-Please do not wear makeup to your appointment, including the patch test. Time taken to 
clean your lashes will be part of your allocated appointment slot and extra time will not be 
added 
 
-If you cancel within 24 hours of your booked appointment time, there will be a fee charged 
to your registered card (30% of value of treatment that was booked) to compensate Lotus 
Lashes if that appointment cannot be filled by another client 
 
-If you are a No Show there will be a 50% fee charged to your registered card and banned 
from booking future appointments 
 
-Clients who are unwell are asked to NOT attend their appointment but to inform Lotus 
Lashes as soon as possible. If clients reschedule this appointment then there will be no 
penalty, even if this is within 24 hours of their booked appointment 
 
-If you feel you will be late for your appointment please inform Lotus Lashes as soon as 
possible. However, we may not be able to respond immediately if we are with another 
client. Please note, it may not always be possible to extend your appointment time 
 
-Lotus Lashes does not infill another salon’s work. Please book a removal prior to any lash 
service 
 
-Any issues or problems with your lashes must be reported to Lotus Lashes within the first 
48 hours after application in order for the problem to be rectified. Out-with this time no 
remedial action by Lotus Lashes will be taken unless at their discretion 
 
-Client’s are given full aftercare instructions in written form after their service is complete, 
therefore clients must assume responsibility for following these instructions  
 
 


